
1st dam
MAGICAL DASH, by First Down Dash. Unraced. Dam of 17 foals, 14 to race, 11 ROM, 10 winners, including—
DASH TO THE END SI 107 (f. by Red Hot Rhythm). Stakes winner, below.
MAGIC AND RHYTHM SI 103 (f. by Red Hot Rhythm). 7 wins to 4, $116,545, Governor’s Cup Derby [R] [G1], La Pacifica S., Oceanside S., 2nd Sqt Pepper Feature H. [G3], finalist [G1]. Dam of MAGICAL JESS SI 96 (4 wins in 8 starts to 3, $421,650, Ruidoso Derby [G1]), La Dulce Vita SI 86; granddam of UNCLAIMED DIVIDEND SI 91 ($136,198 [R] [G3]).

First Magical Dash SI 96 (f. by Red Hot Rhythm). 3 wins to 4, $110,959, 3rd Miss Princess H. [G2], finalist in the Ed Burke Million Futurity [G1], Los Alamitos Winter Champ. S. [G1], qualified to Governor’s Cup Fut. [R] [G1].
Magical Rhythm SI 99 (g. by Red Hot Rhythm). 7 wins to 10, $51,950.
Magical Latin Lover SI 97 (g. by EG Special Ways). 5 wins in 7 starts to 3, $48,194, qualified to Golden State Million Futurity [G1].

2nd dam
JETTY 276 SI 101, by Editorial Comment TB. Winner at 2. Dam of 7 winners—
FAT ROYALITY SI 105 (Royal Evening Snow). 6 wins to 4, $45,750, Garden Grove Overnight S., 3rd Tres Seis S., finalist Sqt Pepper Feature H. [G3].


RACE RECORD: At 2, two wins (KINDERGARTEN FUT. [G1]–ETR at Los Alamitos, 220y in 0:11.643), once 2nd in 3 starts; at 3, unplaced in 1 start. EARNED $152,745.

PRODUCE RECORD: 2019 no report.
2006 Hawkish To The End SI 96, (embt) f. by Hawkish. 6 wins to 4, $40,075.
2007 Trafficanada SI 88, (embt) f. by Hawkinson. 2 wins in 3 starts to 2, $6,350.
2007 Temeku Hawk SI 99, (embt) g. by Hawkish. $17,657: 2 wins to 4, $12,715, in U.S.; winner at 7, ($4,942 USA), in Mexico.
2007 Dash With The Hawk, (embt) f. by Hawkinson. Placed in 2 starts to 2.
2007 Galaxy Hawk, (embt) c. by Hawkish. Unraced.
2008 Dash To Flash, (embt) g. by Hawkish. Unplaced.
2010 Dash N Devious, (embt) g. by Hawkinson. Placed at 2, $6,079.
2010 Too Hawk To Handle, g. by Hawkish. Placed at 2.
2012 Maximilano, c. by Hawkinson. Unraced.
2014 One Smart Investor SI 88, g. by One Sweet Jess. Winner at 4, $9,358.
2016 Im Living You Larry SI 87, g. by Hawkish. Winner at 2, $6,946.
2017 A Mere Panchito, c. by A Mere Chocolate. Has not started.
2018 The Fast Dash Prize, f. by Fast Prize Cartel.

BRED February 9, 2019, and believed in foal to FAST PRIZE CARTEL. RGP 8/19